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Chapter I. Introduction 
Olson • s (1968) recent review of the literature in cognitiw 
de'Nlopaent clearly eaphuiaea that memory playa a oa:itical, but 
currently unspecified role in aooouatiD9 for conceptual de'Wtlop-
-nt and for the influence of languave on t.bouqht. Miller (1J56) 
and Mandler (1J67) haw 9iwn evidence that meaory ia closely 
related to the cogniti¥8 processes through analyses baaed upon 
u infonaatiOil proaeas,ing paradip. 
The purpose of the present study vas to i.nveat19ate the 
effect of a •-ory aiel upon the solution of ooncept attainaeDt 
probl-s of boys and virla at three different ave levels. In 
addition, the findings were evaluated in the light of aerial va. 
parallel prooeaain9 .odes relative to current infonaation theory. 
Chapter II. Review of ReleYallt Literature 
Meaory 
Doainovaki •a (1965) review of the role of .. aory in concept 
leaning stillulatecl investigation into the use of aeaory aids u 
faoili t.atin9 factors in the acquiai tion of concepts. Piahkin, 
Wolfgang and Raaauaaen (1967) investigated the effect of one or 
two past instances with three age vroups between 10 and 18 yean. 
The younger !s profited 110re f:roa past inforaation than adults, 
confindng the findint of Bourne, Goldstein, and LiDk (1964) that 
tbe availability of previously presente4 information reduced 
aeaory errors, especially for probl ... of vreater coaplexity. 
However, aoaording to recent evidence of Weir (1967) , a aeaory 
aid was of no aignificant benefit for adults wbile aix-year-olds 
were c01tfuaed concerning the purpose of the device in a probl-
aolvinCJ task. 'fbe nine-year-olda used tbe aeaory aid to adopt 
aore effective atratevies. aeatle and Emmeriob (1966) inveati-
gated tbe effect of ahort-texa .-.cry on concept attainment of 
college atuclenta. 'l'bey aonclu4ed that subjects aut depend upon 
reliable short-tara ... ory attained by an active process of 
-..oriaing in inforaation trana.ission unless they are provided 
with artificial aaaory aida. 
IDfomation Theozy 
A review of the l:lt.erature reveals that atteapU to under-
stand the younv child's lJJd.ted memory capacity relative to in-
fomatioa theory ia laqely unexplored. The at.r:lk:lnv difference 
:lA 009Aitive tuk perfonaaace of the abc-year-old child when 
ooapared to older children bu received a variety of labelaa 
lack of conaervatiOD operationaliaed as over discrimination 
(Salta' Sigel, 1967), ... ozy differences (Weir, 1964) enactive 
representation leading to equivalence vroupinva baaed on iaavery 
instead of liAguiat.io structures (Bruner, OlYer, ' Gretmfield, 
1966) and centration and lack of conaerYation prior to the con-
crete operations stage (Piavet a IDbelder, lt57J Inhelder & 
Piaget, 1958). 
Such variety of explanations for perfomance in oogni t.1 ve 
tasks at 41fferent levels .baa led to extenai w research pzooduoinv 
ueful insivhu. These inveatitationa, however, have often cen-
tered upon end results instead of the actual inforaation pro-
ceaainv. Included in the present inveativation ia an attempt to 
analyse individual protocols with the aim of <letemininv reaaona 
for age differences. 
Posner (1963, 1964, 1965) has extended infoxmat.io.n tech-
niques to the atucly of aeaory and thinking in huaan cognition. 
Concept attaimMnt at.udiea would be cluaified, accordin9 to 
Posner, in the second aode of sequential taaka (Broadbent., 1958) 
wherein the subject. atorea the inooaing atiauli and ia required 
to produce tb-. (Such a procedure ia 1n contrast to Broadbent • a 
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first ao4e wherein the subject bandlea the atre• of incaaing in-
foEaation by givin9 a relatively independent reaponse to each 
eftnt aucb aa in a reaction tiae experillent..) Concept attaiDIMnt, 
however, requires a special tranafoEaation on the part. of the a ab-
ject which Posner (1965, p. li8) labels "info%D&tion reduction": 
•suob tranafoxaat.iona require the subject. to produce a subset. of 
the atiaul'WI input.. Any task in which the aubject ia required to 
aap aore t.haa one at.iJaulua point into a ainqle reapcmae ia a 
reduction t.aak. The loa a of inforJDation in tbeae t.aaka clearly 
does not. represent error, but. rather ia necessary to p.roduee the 
required output..• 
In concept att.&18118nt at.wUea, the basic type of inforaat.ioa 
~ucint tranafoEa ia called 8 9&ting• (Poaner, 196.). In this 
type, the aubjeot is auccesaful if be is able to i9nore certain 
upecta of the stilaulua input, called irrelevant attribute•, in 
making t.be cluaification. He ia thus able to be aelective ia 
relevant inforaation that paaaea throvqb the •gat.e". 
Traditional performance aeuurea in OODcept at.tainllent 
reaearch have at.reaaed nuaber of trials to criterion. Such u 
approach haa been criticised by Bo\U'Da (1,65, 1966) since the 
analyaia of t.he proceaa by which a\lbjecta approach the taak ia 
left. unacrutinised. A acre effect.i.e .. aaure ia an investivat.ion 
of errora on iadivi4ual protocola which leads to an analyaia of 
at.rate9iea of the subject. chu:ing t.he sequences of hypotheses 
(Bruner, Goodnow, ' Austin, 1956J Olson, 1966). 
In ext.endin9 the research of Bruner, L&UCJhlin baa effectivel 
:» \ 
f~ulatad quantitative rules for focusing strategy (1965) and 
both foouaing and scanning strategy (La119hlin, 1966, Lauqhlin a 
Jordan, 1967) to detar.ine selection strateviea under different 
experimental conditions. In addition, Laughlin has devised a 
aethocl for analysis of errors by listing types of untenable hypo-
theses for conjunct.ift focusinq (Lauqhlin, 1966J LaU9hlin & 
Jordan, 1967) • In the present investiqatJ.on, a aodified form of 
the Laug-hlin process analysis waa uaed. 
In addition to relating information input to efficiency of 
concept attainaent of children, new inaigbta into the perceptual-
cognitive deaanda placed on children during such experi .. nta aay 
be gained fro. irtveatigating aerial va. parallel infonat.ion pro-
ceasing aodea (Von tieuaan, 19587 Neisser, 1963, Sperling, 1963). 
Nickerson (1967) recently atteapted to diatinguish these 
two .odes of processing by studying categorization time in aeet-
inv conjunctive and disjunctive criteria. No atteapta to extend 
serial vs. parallel processing 1104es to an understanding of 
cbildrea'a oognition have been fonulated, although the work of 
Piaget (Inbelder & Piaget, 1958), Piaget, 1963) on conaerYation 
and research by Bruner (1966) on ikODic an4 symbolic functioning 
aay be viewed as fitting the parallel processing paradiga. 
Aa aentione4 previouly, Broadbent describes the first aoc!e 
of handling a atzeaa of incomiD9 information aa one of reacting 
relatively independeatly to eaeb inca.in9 event of a sequential 
aeries (aerial proceaainq) • Pilot stucly work tor the present 
expert.ent re¥ealad that about half of the first-grade children 
reaated to each set of fou inatuces in a cODcept attaiDMeDt 
task u if it were a separate problem. Their failve to store 
inaoainq stilftUli, in order to relate one trial to tbe next, .. y 
be perceived u a lack of parallel processing ability. (Matura-
tion of neurological structures underlying parallel procesaint 
may well be the factor in the strikinq difference between the 
behavior of first- and third-grade children but such speculations 
are beyond the scope of tbe inveatiqation). 
In the present study half of the children were gi van a 
aeaozy aid to bridp the qap between triala. If a child is a 
aerial processor, a MJBOry aid, aa the presence of the lut card 
in the aeries, should facilitate his concept attainment. In 
addition, decision time should increase for the children in the 
first. grade who use the aseaory aid since more infot:aation would 
be processed serially. However, the decision tiae of the older 
children who are functioning with a parallel processing acde 
would not aaoaaaarily be extended. 
Additional support for the view that the older child is sore 
efficient at filtering or •gating• with the use of parallel pro-
cessing ia found in the work of Olson (1966). Olson analyzed 
the development. of strateqiea against. the theoretical background 
of Bruner (1964, 1966) who postulates cognitive qrowth throu9'h 
enactive, ikonie, and symbolic representation. The aost spe-
cialised •natural" system of symbolic actiYity, according to 
Bruner, ia lan9uaqe. Olson notes that u the child's symbolic 
representation advances, the information uaed ia leaa tied to 
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specific instances (serial prooessinq), a decided advantage in 
concept-attainment tasks. Instead, the child is beqinninq to 
select distinquisbinq features that enable him to discrtminate 
between a set of alternatives (parallel processing). Olson qives 
evidence that children do poorly in conceptual taaka by failing 
to oollbine information from previous trials. 'J.'he at.ructUJ:'e for 
combining such infoxmat.ion is either not yet developed or is 
siJDply not well enough manage<! accordin9 to Olson. Bruner (1966) 
describes this inclination of the child to fooua on a single 
aapeot of the ai tuation at a tilDe as a •one-track • tendency. In 
addition, Bruner 9ivas evidence that the five- and six-year-old 
child often deals with single features of a problem in aerial 
fashion rather than in hierarchies and. therefore •ust rely upon 
iaap-matchinCJ or ikonic functioning in contrast to symbolic 
functioning. Since a child operating at the ikonic level relies 
heavily upon the immediate perceptual field, it may be proposed 
t.bat he woulct be aided in concept attaituaent problema by a visible 
..aory aid. 
Sex Diffe:reucea 
Sigel (1965) gives the basic ratioaale for separate analyses 
of sex differeaces on cognitive tasks. In his investigation be 
poses two possible reasons for sex differences: (1) diffennt 
aocialiaation experiences of boys and girls 1 (2) differential 
de~lopaental rates. Recent nsearch of Sigel act MCBae (1967) 
on olaasification behavior reports sex differences but no att .. pt 
8 
is made to give an explanation for the reaulta. 
Wallach and Kogan (1965) list sex differences in their study 
of categorizing and conceptualizing but they find the bases for 
the ciifferencea more ccraplicated t.han had been assumed. The 
Kagan (Kagan, Moas ' Sigel, 1963; Kagan, 1966) and Witkin (Witkin 
et al., 1954; Witkin at al., 1962) atuctiea have consistently oon-
fir.med the finding of the superior analytic functioning of boys 
relative to girls. 
In a study of concept attainment of collage students, 
(Archer, 1962) an interaction between the aex variable and two 
other factors is reported. considering the findings on sex dif-
ferences in cognitive studies, it aae .. ct important to include 
sex as a factor in designing experi.Mnts in the area even though 
specific predictions relative to the variable may not be produced. 
Stiaulua Preference 
In selecting probl ... for concept attainaent studies, it is 
necessary to control for the possibility that subjects • dollinance 
hierarchy of concepts .. Y differ, especially a.oft9 age levels. 
Al thoUCJh there ia evidence that aan ia a •oiased sortin9 aaohiae • 
(Undezwood, 196th Wallace, 1964), predictions of 4oainanoe are 
difficntlt to make because diatinctiona between abstraction and 
conceptaaliaation taaka haw not always been made (Coral\, l964J 
COrah, lt661 WOblwill, 1957). 
lD a atudy of the conceptual behavior of three-year- to 
ai9ht-year-old children, Kagan and Lcuakin (1961) reported that 
all ahil4nD atrongly preferred fon to either color or alae, an 
siae waa rarely ued aa a baaia for conceptual aillilarity. Site 
(1,64, p. 232) confina this nault: •stae 1a leas salient an 
organisational cue than aolor or fom for the very younv obil4. 
Abstraction of siae-attributea requires the obild to iqnore the 
other potent aac! cbaervable attributes of color, foa:a and MaDiA -
ful.A .. a. '-11e aiae of an object ia relative to an extemal .... 
or to other objects, whereas color and fom an ju4gecl by intrin 
sic atUibutea.• 
Sucbaan and Trabaaao (1966a, l966b) 1nveatigate4 the affect 
of a'tiaulu preference of color or fom on children • a concept 
attain•nt. AD iaportant. factor, acoordinv to their naulta, is 
whether the at.iaulua cU•naion selected for t.eatinv puzpoaes ia 
corlCJruMlt vi th the obild • s perceptual preference. 
A teneral fill4J.nt that -rv•s fzooa the expan41nt studiea 
on stiaulua preference ia that children before the &98 of five 
or six prefer color to fom while older children aainly prefer 
fom. However, no at.t.eapt hu been a&de to hold fom constant 
(circles or squares always relevant) in concept attainaent stud-
lea with two-attribute aonjunctive probl .. , and varyin9 aiae 
(laqe or saual.l) , nmaber (one or two) and color (blue or red) in 
a randOil deaitn. 
Methodolotical Probl ... 
Develo~tal atudiea of coacept attaizment haw been 
h•pered by laoJt of •thodol09ioal procedures to cope with the 
limited info~ation-proceaainq capacity of the younq child. 
Yntema and Mueser (1962) emphasize that on the adult level the 
fewer thinqa kept track of at one time the more restricted the 
processes of thought. Reitman (1365, p. 51) adds: " ••• at 
each point we have to insure that we do not overload this capa-
city and lose track of some key aspect of whatever we are think-
ing about.- On the surface, a simple solution to the limited 
memory capacity of the child may be perceived in a simultaneous 
or "unliaited memory" condition as described by Cahill and 
Hovland (1960) in which all prior instances remain in view. How-
ever, Uuttenlod1er (1964) cites evidence that such a procedure 
is too distracting for the child with a limited memory span and 
poorly developed symbolic processes. 
Another attempted solution when experimenting with children 
is the frequent use of two- or three-stimuli presentation tech-
nique in concept learning studios (Kandler ' Kendler, 1962; 
Osler, 1962, 1966) and in probability studies (Stevenson ' Weir, 
1959; Stevenson' Zigler; weir, 1967). Lewis' (1966, p. 47) 
recent critique centers upon the proposal that such procedures 
need not involve a conscious decision-makinq process resting on 
large amounts of cogniti'Ve capacity. For naive orqaniams, the 
process is essentially a conditioning phenomenon. In addition, 
such studies are questionable due to the stronq alternation ten-
dencies of young children and primates (Jeffrey ' Cohen, 1965; 
Schuster-man, 1963). In the present study the presentation of 
four instances of five attribute concepts on each trial was 
labeled an incomplete selection paradigm. 
Hypotheses 
In summary, the present investigation studied the effects 
of a memory aid upon the solution of concept attainment problems 
of boys and girls at three different grade levels. Specifically, 
the following hypotheses were tested: 
(a) The memory aid facilitates concept attainment at each 
of the three qrade levels, first, third and fifth. 
(b) Decision time increases for the first-qrade children 
wbo used a memory aid. 
(c) 'l'he number of untenable hypotheses decreues with 
increase in grade level. 
As explained in the review of the literature, no attempts 
were made to make hypotheses relative to sex and problem type 
clifferenoes. 
Chapter III. Method 
Design and sub3ects. A 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 repeated measures 
factorial design was used with the variables: (1) memory aid 
(present or absent); (2) sex (male or female); (3) qrade 
(first, third, and fifth)7 and (4) problems (three of the con-
junctive type for each child) • 
The subjects consisted of 144 children, forty-eight for 
each of the three grade levels, with the restriction of one-half 
of the qirla and boys serving in the memory aid condition. A 
pool of 100 boys and 100 girls (eighty first-grade, seventy 
~lird-qrade, and fifty fifth-grade) were selected by a t~)le of 
random nwrlber method from the averaqe and above-average IQ lists 
prepared by teachers. In the pilot study work, about half of 
the first-qrade children and a few of ~1e third-grade children 
did not solve the conjunctive problems after about 100 trials. 
Therefore, the criterion of 120 trials was established and the 
pool of 200 children was selected in order to assure randomness 
for replacement of Ss who cUd not meet the criterion. Only 144 
protocols, h.owuver, were included in the final analyses since, 
when this total was met, the experimental sessions were ter.ai-
nated. All Sa were students attending St. John Brebeuf'a, 
Niles, Illinois, a parochial mi4c:lle-claaa school with an enroll-
ment of 1,400 children. 
Problema and Apparatua. Bach concept inat.anc:e CODtainecl 
fiw attributes of two levela each: color (red or blue), fora 
(circle or aquare), aiae (large or small), black border (one or 
two) and n~er (one or two) • Each large, 9-1/2 inch by 16 inch 
caret waa c:capoaecl of four 4 inch inatancea with one right answer. 
(See Figure 1.) 'lhe large cards were mounted aanually in auc-
ceaaion by ! on a wooden stand with two ateel atripa placed be-
bind the top of each of the rows of two squares each. 'lhe c:bilct 
indicated his choice by placing a aagnet aarker on the larva 
card near the top of one of the four aquarea. Prior to the 
experiaent, a radom order of the thirty cards in each aet wu 
detezained. 
Six of the twelft possible two-attribute coajuctive con-
cepts wen selected randomly. Each child was presented three 
pr:oble .. : aiae d.oainant (laqe circlea, aaall aquarea) 1 color 
doainant (red circlea, blue cir:olea) 1 and nUitber dcainant (one 
square, two aquarea). Borden and two other attributea were 
irrelevant for each probl•. There were forty-eight possible 
orders of the aix probleaa with aiae, nu.ber, aa4 color aain-
tained in each or:der. The sequential order of appearance of the 
three probl- for each of the !• wu datentined by a Latin 
square design aucb that each probl.. appear:ed equally often in 
e¥ery ordinal poaition. 
Procedure. lllatructiona were viven to each child to 
explain the Maninv of a two-attribute conjunctive concept. 
irat the child was shown four inatancea of the ten cards ued 
yellow 
yellow green 
Figure 1. Sample training card of four instances. 
in the training session. (See Figura 2.) The ten 4 inch square 
cards had five attributes of two values: color (yellow or green), 
foxm (letter A or B), size (large or small), black border (one 
or two). TWo part answers were emphasized by indicating "lucky 
answers" such as "big B 's • or yellow "A • s". Next the child was 
shown a successive series of eight cards and was assisted by E 
to arrive at the "lucky answer" which would win each time. 
Essentially this was a "model" technique, for when the child made 
an error E asked the child to notice his last choice. For ex-
ample, if •green B" had been correct on the previous trial and 
if the child selected "yellow A", he was shown his previous cor-
rect choice and asked to select another one of the four instances. 
This procedure continued until s was able to give the correct 
conjunctive answer. 
As soon as the child stated his hypothesis, he was given 
immediate feedback with a marble if he selected the correct 
instance and a neqative report if he selected the incorrect one. 
Therefore, the reinforceaent was continqent: that is, when S 
made a correct response, he was informed that he was correctr 
when he made an incorrect response, he was not told which response 
was correct on that trial. The infoxmation gained depended upon 
s •s response (Weir & Gruen, 1965). The reinforcement procedure 
as outlined above was used for both the training and experi-
mental trials. 
It is important to note that during these training trials 
no memory aid was used in the formal way as outlined below.If the 
\ 
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I 
i 
I 
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l 
blue 
-
Figure 2. 
blue 
! 
red 
Sample experimental card of four 
instances. 
child made an erZ'Or, he wu r-inded of previoua correct choices 
but did not recei,. instructions on the presence of a 1118JIOJ:y aid. 
When the actual experimental trials were run, the mallOry 
aid condition consisted of leavinq the previoua card in view to 
the riqht of s with another snacgnet aarker indicatin9 the child•• 
choice on the lut trial. If the child had aade the correct 
choice, be could have noted that the marker iDdicated u aid for: 
the correct selection em the next tr:ial. 'l'hua, it. wu necessary 
for the child to realise that the aid could be ue4 u a •con-
necting'" device: that is, he had to notice the aarker•s place-
MAt and coaapare it with the next card that appeu:ed. '.rWtrefore, 
there wu m fou.al trainint in the uaa of the aeaory aid in 
that the child had to realiae for himaelf that only by oomparin9 
with the lu t choice oould he aaka a correct choice em the next 
trial. The child could also leam by hia incorrect choices, 
especially if an identical, incorrect instance appeare4 on the 
next card. 
The last. stage of the instructions waa the presentation of 
four 4 inob square cards which were exaaples of ooncepta used 
in the experi.ment. Differences in aiae, color, nwaber, fo11a and. 
border were pointed out, with a review of tbe aaanin9 of a two-
attribute conjunctive cOAcept. As in the t.raininv period, it wu 
aaphuiaed that the •lucky anawer• bad two parts aucb •• •red 
circles• or •one square•. careful effort.a ware aade to 4iatin-
tuish between the idea of a two-part, i.e., a oonjWlctive 
anawer, and an anawer which would be correct because of two 
objects. Such an example would be the distinction between the 
lucky answers •red circles• and •two circles.• In both examples 
the answer baa two parts but in the former case one or two 
objects could be the lucky answer. 
For all children the following formal instructions were 
given at this staqea 
Now we are ready to start the real problems. You 
will have three problems to answer. There are two ways 
you can win prizes. (The experimenter pointed to the 
balloons, large •shooter• marbles, and plastic cowboys 
and Indians. The child was asked to say what prize he 
wanted in order to avoid delay during the experimental 
session.) As soon as you get the •lucky answer• that is 
right every tizne, you can have your prize. Each time 
you will mark one of these four squares with your ma9net 
as we practiced a few minutes ago. As soon as you mark 
one, you tell why you marked it. See how fast you can 
get to the '"lucky answer• that wins every time. Each 
time you pick the right one out of the four you will 
know, because I will give you a marble. When you have 
won all these marbles you may have a prize, too. 
For the children in the memory aid condition, the following 
instructions were added: 
To help you we will place ~1e last card that you 
saw right here. (E demonstrates by placin9 card on the 
table to the right-of S.) I will put the marker on the 
one out of the four that you picked. 
The only verbal reports by E as trials proceeded were the 
trying" and •Let's see if you can get the 'lucky answer' that is 
right every time. • 
After S's report of the hypothesis for each trial, the next 
large card was presented after five seconds to control for the 
postfeedback interval (Bourne, 1966). The standard interval also 
allowed time for the placement of the last trial card for ti~e 
memory aid condition. When the child won four times in a row, 
E asked the child~ •Now, what is the 'lucky answer'?" The pilot 
study revealed that children may be operating upon the correct 
hypothesis but may be reportinq on individual instances. The 
child d1erefore may have to stop to reflect on the 'lucky 
answer' apart from what he may be verbalizinq each time. If the 
child was not able to qive the correct two-attribute answer, 
the experimental session continued until the child reached an-
other criterion of four correct choices or a maximum of 120 
trials. In the latter case the child was eliminated from the 
experiment but his protocol was kept for later analysis. The 
next child of the same sex and aqe received the condition and 
:r·andom order of problems of the child who was eliminated. No 
experimental session was over sixty ~nutes for any child. If 
necessary, all individual child was recalled on the next day to 
complete the three problems. No constraint was placed on the 
child relative to the number of attributes named unless it waa 
time for the "lucky answer• to be qiven. 
The entire experimental period tor each child was tape 
recorded so that ! was free during the session to record hypo-
theses and note individual reactions to ~1e memory aid, that is, 
whether or not an individual child made use of the aid. A 
60 cycle tone attachment on the tape recorder was used as a 
timer. When each large card was displayed, E pressed a button 
which recorded a buzz on the tape, unknown to !• A8 soon as 
s ma.rked one of the four choices, another buss wu recorded. 
When tapes were replayed, decision tiae vas c!etezained by .. ans 
of a stopwatch. 
Chapter IV. llasulta 
Depudent Variables 
The dependent variables for the concept attainaent tasks 
were: (1) cud cboiaea to solution with verbaliaation of two-
attribute aonaept.a, (2) card choices to solution without wrbali-
aatiOAI (3) difference scores bet.vaen card choices with and with-
out verbaliaatiODI (4) untenable hypotheses, (S) nu.ber of bor-
ders a ... cl, (6) decision time. 
Bach dependent variable, with the exception of the differ-
ence scores, was evaluated uin9 a 2 X 2 X 3 X 3 repeated aea-
aurea factorial design with the variableaa (1) 11811lOry aid (pre-
sent or abaent), (2) sex (male or feaale), (3) grade (first, 
third, and fifth), (4) probleu (three of the conjunctive type 
for each child. Therefore, the repeated aeaaurea were for the 
three concept attainlleftt problema. Two analyses of variaace 
were completed for each dependent variable vi th the exception of 
borders and difference acoreas (1) the repeated .. aaurea were 
conai4ere4 accorcling to type of probl-, 1. e. , color, nu.ber, 
and aiae; (2) the repeated meaaarea were aonaidereCI aacordift9 to 
presentation o~:der, i.e., for aucceaaive trials. The between 
subjects data vu tbe aaae for both type of pJ:Obl- and succes-
sive trials of the problema since the data are obtained for 
between groups by suudng across probl-s. 1'berefore, in the 
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reporting of reaulta, repetitions are avoided by not noti·ncz aicz-
nificant differences again in between aubjecta data for type of 
problea and presentation order. 
Card choices to solution with verbalization of two-attribute 
....__._.., - _..__._.. --- ..,......... 
concepts (analysed aoaoJ."dint !!! !:XE!, 2!, probl-). Mean scores 
to the two-fold criteria of four correct choices with verbaliza-
tion of the correct two-attribute CODcept are tiven in Table 1 
and the analysis of variance is cziven in Table 2. The effect of 
the ~ry aid condition was sicp1ificant, !: (1,132) • 5.37, 2. < 
.os. T.be highly significant grade difference for card choices 
to solution, ! (2,132) - 16.71, e < .001, was further analysed 
by Duncan aultiple-ranve caapariaona of .. ana at each grade level 
The third and fifth-vrade !s required fewer card choices to solu-
tion thao the first-grade !• (2,< .05) with no difference bet.ween 
third an4 fifth-vrade !s. There wu a significant problem type 
(color, number, and size) effect, ! (2,264) • 3.39, 2 < .os. 
Number concepts were more difficult than the color concepts (2, < 
.OS) with no differences between the coaparisona of the color 
and aiae and the aiae and nuaber concepts. No si9nificant in-
teractions were found in the analysis of card choices to solu-
tion with verbaliaation. 
~ choices ~ solution without verbaliaation (analyaed 
according ~ !l2!, !! 2robl~) • In the second scoring procedure, 
only the objective behavior of four consecutive correct choices--
without wrbaliaation--waa tabulated. The reaultinCJ mean scores 
are viven in Tabla 3 and the analysis of variance is 9iven in 
Table 1 
Me ana for Card Cboicea to Solution (Verbalization) 
With Type of Probl- u 
Repeated Heaaure 
Probl• Type 
Color Nu.ber Size Total 
-
Firat Grade 
Boy a 
Memory Aid 17.75 28.42 17.25 21.14 
NOD Meaory Aid 28.08 48.33 28.58 35.00 
Girla 
.Meaory Aid 30.25 23.85 29.75 27.94 
Non Meaory Aid 23.75 33.75 31.00 29.50 
Third Grade 
Boy a 
Keaory Aid 15.67 18.58 16.42 16.89 
HOD M.eaOJ:y Aid 17.58 33.50 20.92 24.00 
Girla 
Meaory Aid 14.42 27.58 17.00 19.67 
Mon Memory Aid 22.00 15.08 17.01 18.06 
Fifth Grade 
Boys 
KelaOry Aid 15.17 10.08 18.33 14.53 Non Meaory Aid 13.08 16.33 23.00 17.47 
Girls 
Memory Aid 11.25 12.33 14.45 12.69 
NOD Memory Aid 13.67 16.33 16.42 15.47 
Table 2 
Analysis of Variance for Card Choices to Solution 
(Verbalized ' Non-Verbalized) with Type of 
Problea as Repeated Measure 
Card Choices to SOlution 
Verbalized Non-Verbalized 
Source df MS 'I' M.S F 
- - -
Between Sa 143 
Grade (G) 2 6624.89 16.71** 3915.40 14.43** 
Sex (S) 1 97.28 .25 408.33 1.50 
Memory Aid (M) 1 2128.89 5.37* 258.23 <1 
G X S 2 70.28 .18 511.45 1.88 
G X M 2 288.56 .73 30.79 <1 
S X M 1 1347.61 3.40 90.75 <1 
GXSXM 2 350.08 .88 28.78 <1 
Br:ror (b) 132 396.42 271.41 
Within Sa 218 
Probl.. 'fype (P) 2 949.90 3.39* 63.56 <1 
G X P 4 486.82 1.74 151.94 <1 
S X P 2 330.86 1.18 6.47 c1 
MXP 2 214.10 .77 .86 <1 
G X I X P 4 442.91 1.58 292.46 1.35 
GX.MXP 4 212.95 .76 95.66 <1 
8 X M X P 2 283.92 1.02 184.72 <1 
GXSXHXP 4 337.00 1.20 129.19 c1 
Brror (w) 264 279.56 216.77 
.. < .05 
** 2. E. < .001 
Table 3 
Means tor Card Choicea to Solution (Non-
Verbalization)With Type of Problea 
u Repeated Measure 
Problem Type 
Color Naber Siae Total 
-
Firat Grade 
Boys 
Mallory Aid 16.92 20.00 14.08 17.00 Non M .. ory Aid 20.92 26.83 16.83 21.53 
Girls 
Meaory Aid 21.83 24.58 29.00 25.14 Non Memory Aid 23.67 27.42 26.42 25.83 
Third Grade 
Boy a 
Memory Aid 14.25 13.67 14.50 14.14 Non MUlOry Aid 11.50 17.83 16.92 15.42 
Girls 
Maaory Aid 13.33 20.92 10.25 14.83 Non Memory Aid 21.17 12.92 13.08 15.72 
Fifth Grade 
Boys 
Meatory Aiel 14.75 9.75 11.33 11.94 Non Me.ory Aid 12.83 11.08 16.67 13.53 
Girls 
Memory Aid 11.25 10.58 13.25 11.69 
Non M•OJ:Y Aid 10.83 12.33 12.83 12.00 
'!'able 2. A significant difference between grades, !::_ (2,132) • 
14.43, 2 < .001, was reYealed by the new analyaia. Tbe compari-
son aaoDCJ .. ana indicated a significant difference in the number 
of oard oboioea to aol.ution without verbaliaation between first-
and fifth-grade Sa (p < .05) but not between first- and third-
grade Sa u in the anal.yaia under the verbaliaat.ion condition. 
In addition, the effect of the ...ory aid and probl- were not 
aiqnificant as in the prerioua analyaia. 
Difference scores. Subtraction of total car4 choices for 
eaah ! acroaa probl ... under the two scoring procedures (ftrbal-
iaation ancl nonverbaliaat.ion) yielcled difference scores. Since 
the aain interest wu in total differences across probleaa, the 
repeated -aauea are not qi wn in the •ana in Table 4 and the 
ualyaia reported in Table s. 8i9nificant. sex, !_ (1,132) • 4.30, 
2 < .os, and Maory aid differences, ! (1,132) : 6.84, 2. < .01, 
were obtained aa giwn in ~able 5. '.t'he qrade effect was not 
ai9nificant. However, a •aero" difference score iadicated that 
! was able to give the two-attribute answer on reaching the first 
criterion of four correct choices in a row. The fewer the 
•aero" difference aeons that an s had was indicative of poorer 
- . 
perfomance in that be was not able to verbaliae the answer who 
be had selected the correct instance four tiaea in a row. 'l'hir-
ty-six of the 41 first-grade sa, 32 of the third-grade Ss, and 
- -
22 of the fifth,-racle Sa did not have •zero• difference acorea. 
- -
The total chi-square difference ..eng grades waa 22.41 (!! • 2) 
which was highly significant. (2< .001). Separate chi-square 
Table • 
Means for Difference Scores Between Card Choices to Solution 
(Verbaliaed and Nonverbalised) 
MeaoxyAid NOD Meaozy Aid 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
Grade 1 12.42 9.17 10.80 41.00 11.50 26.25 
Grade 3 7.66 14.33 11.00 26.42. 12.00 19.21 
Grade 5 7.67 3.00 5.34 11.59 10.33 10.96 
Table 5 
Analysis for Difference Scores Between Card Choices to Solution 
(Verbalized and Nonverbaliaed) 
source 
Grade (G) 
Sex (S) 
MeJIOry (M) 
G X 8 
G X M 
S X M 
G X S X M 
Error 
*2. < .05 
**2. < .01 
df 
-
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
132 
MS F 
1341.86 2.67 
2154.81 4.30* 
3432.01 6.84** 
674.19 1.34 
311.86 <' 
1928.37 3.84 
753.54 1.50 
501.64 
testa between vradea revealed the following significant differ-
ences: first va. third, xl • 8.33 (~ • 1), 2 < .011 first va. 
fifth, x2 • 17.08 (df • 1), 2 < .oo1, and third vs. fifth, x2 
• 19.41 <!!. 1), 2 < .001. 
Card choices to solution with varbalisation of tvo-attri-~ ---. ..._ --- ----- .;;;.,;;...;;;.;;;;.;;;~ 
~concepts (analysed acoordint :!:! presentation order). Since 
a Latin square design was used (aa explained in the method sec-
tion) it wu possible to analyse the card choices to solution to 
detemine whether or not within subject differences would _.rge 
acroaa aucceaai ve trials. 'l'berefore, the inwatiqation in this 
analysis waa aonoemed with trials, i.e., first, second, or 
third, 4isngardinq whether or not the probl- at the trial in-
90lftd color, naaber, or alae. 'l'he .. ua for card choices to 
solution wit.b preaentatioD order u repeated Maaure are 9iven 
in Table 6 and the analysis of Yarianc:e is given in 'l'able 7. Be-
tween subject affects would be identical to those 9iftn in the 
aectioa on the analysis acoordinq to type of problem. However, 
in t.be within subject ualyais it. is ilaport.ant. to note that the 
!. (2,264) • .so indicates no significant iaproveJI8nt across 
trials. The aignific&At Sex X Presentation order interaction, 
! (2,264) • 3.19, 2 < .05 ia given in Figure 3, and was further 
ualyaed by multiple ranqe ccapariaona. In Figura 3 the sean 
for the 9irla on Problem 2 is si9ftificantly 9reater than the 
mean for the boys on t.he same problem. <2 < .05). Between trials 
2 and 3 the boys • mean card choices to solution increased (p_ < 
.OS) with no aipificant increase for the 9irla • ab.oicea. 
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'!'able 6 
Means for card Oloiaes to Solution 
with Presentation Order aa 
Repeated Measure 
Presentation Order 
1 2 3 '1'ota1 
Firat Grade 
Boys 
Memory Aid 23.75 17.50 22.17 21.14 
Non 1-temoxy Aid 37.33 23.67 44.00 35.00 
Girls 
Meslory Aid 26.92 29.42 27.50 27.94 
NOD Memory Aid 35.42 31.25 22.33 29.67 
Third Grade 
.Boy a 
Memory Aid 20.17 9.67 20.83 16.89 
HOD Memory Aid 22.33 24.50 25.17 24.00 
Girls 
Memory Ai4 20.92 20.50 17.58 19.67 
NOD MeJDOJ:Y Aid 13.25 24.25 16.67 18.06 
Fifth Grade 
Boys 
Meaozy Aid 17.83 17.00 8.75 14.53 
Non Meaory Aid 22.92 14.25 15.25 17.47 
Girls 
Memoxy Aid 12.42 14.17 11.50 12.69 
Non Me110ry Aid 12.50 16.24 17.50 15.47 
Table 7 
Analyaia of Variance for Card Choices 
to Solution with Presentation Qrder aa Repeated Measure 
source y !!. F 
-
Between Sa 143 
Grade (G) 2 6669.17 16.80** 
Sex (S) 1 91.67 <1 
Meaory Aid (M) 1 2155.61 5.43* 
G X I 2 75.17 <1 
GXM 2 298.45 c1 
SXM 1 1326.50 3.34 
G X S X M 2 342.31 <1 
arror (b) 132 397.46 
Within Sa 218 
frobl•• (f) 2 142.23 <1 
G X P • 177.48 <1 
8 X p 2 915.84 3.19* 
HXP 2 29.73 <1 
G X 8 X P • 414.76 1.44 
G X M X P 4 346.94 1.21 
SXMXP 2 125.62 <1 
GXIXMXP 4 237.63 <1 
Bl'ror (w) 264 287.10 
Untanlble hypotheses with tt2! qt. probl• I! DP!&tHr 
-•II'!• Infozaation processing was inveati9ated by a IIOdifica-
tion of LaWJhlin's aethod (1966) of scoring untenable hypotheses. 
'f'be aethocl determines the consistency of the current hypothesis 
with available information and was adapted for the analysis of 
each of the Sa • three protocols. untenable hypotheses were of 
two typeaa (a) a hypothesis stating the opposite of any value 
on the previous positive card, e.g., the hypothesis •red circle• 
when the previous card choice vas a blue circle, (b) the repeti-
tion of the entire hypothesis on a previous negative card, e.q., 
the hypothesis •blue circle • when the previoua nevati ve card 
waa the •-. In this invest19ation untenable hypotheses were 
detemined for only one trial hack. Thua, in the IMIDOry-aid 
condition, the errors would be of the P!rceptual-inferenoe type 
(Cahill ' Hovland, 1960) since hypotheses would be checked for 
compatibility with information in instances which are available 
for ! 's i-diate inspection. Meaorz errors would be recorded 
in the n011118aory aid con4i tion since hypotheses would be checked 
for oaapatibility with previously seen but no longer available 
instances. 
'the number of untenable hypotheses on each problem wu 
divided by the number of card choices on that problem to deter-
aine the percentacge of untenable hypotheaes. Meana and. analysis 
of variance for percentaqe of untenable hypotheses with type of 
problea aa repeated llleaaure are given in Tables 8 and 9. The 
peroentaqe of untenable hypotheses differed significan~ly for 
'l'able 8 
Means for Percentage of Untenable 
liypotheaea with Type of Problem 
as Repeated Measure 
Problem Type 
COlor Naber Size 'l'otal 
Firat Grade 
Boys 
Memory Aid .39 .42 .34 .38 
Non Memory Aid .38 .38 .39 .38 
Girls 
HUIOry Aid .40 .34 .so .41 
Non Memory Aid .40 .35 .40 .38 
Third Grade 
Boy a 
Memory Aid .41 .42 .39 .41 
NOD Memory Aid .32 .37 .46 .38 
Girls 
Maaory Aid .33 .33 .50 .39 
Non Meaory Aid .23 .20 .26 .23 
Fifth Grade 
Boys 
Memory Aid .32 .23 .37 .31 
NOD Memory Aid .28 .32 .42 .34 
Girls 
Memory Aid .33 .34 .42 .36 
Non Memory Aid .40 .29 .39 .36 
Table 9 
Analysis of Variance for Untenable 
Hypotheses with Type of Problem 
as Repeated Measure 
Percentage Untenable Hypotheses 
Source 
Between Sa 
Grade (G) 
Sex (S) 
Memory Aid (M) 
G X S 
G X M 
S X M 
G X S X M 
Error (b) 
Within Sa 
Problem (P) 
G X P 
S X P 
K X P 
G X S X P 
GXHXP 
S X M X P 
GXSXMXP 
Brror (w) 
*P. < .os 
**2 < .01 
~ 
143 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
132 
288 
2 
4 
2 
2 
4 
4 
2 
4 
264 
MS 
95t.20 
1S4.0t 
907.10 
1580.40 
1041.27 
1302.11 
292.58 
396.95 
1870.35 
209.31 
362.53 
2.94 
240.06 
12.06 
1066.33 
260.83 
223.58 
.,. 
2.42 
< 
2.29 
3.98* 
2.62 
3.28 
< 
8.37** 
< 
1.62 
< 
1.07 
< 
4.77* 
1.67 
the three t.ypea of problema, F (2,264) • 8.37, 2. < .01. 'l'be 
percentage of untAmable hypotheses for the siae concepts was 
significantly 9reater (p < .01) than for the nuaber and oolor 
concept. with no difference between the color and nu.ber con-
cepts. The significant sex X Grade interaction, ~ (2,132) • 
3.98, 2. < .05 wu furt:ber analyzed to discover that the peroentt-
age of unteaable hypotheses for the third-grade girls wu signif-
icantly lower than for tbe t.hird-vrade boys (E. < .Ol). The in-
teraction is graphed in Fiture 4 • There waa also a ai9nificant 
Sex X Me110r:y Aid X Probleu iDteraotion, !: (2,264) • 4. 78, e. < 
.01. An attempted explanation is viven in the discusion below. 
Untenable hxpot.heaea ~ eresentation order !! repeated 
-uue. The percentage of untenable hypotheses were reanalyzed 
in orc1er t.o inveaUvate ohugea aoroaa successive trials. The 
.. ana and analysis of variance for the investigation are viven 
in Tablu 10 and 11. The bet.weu !s analysis of variance is 
identical to that. for percenu9e of tll'ltenable hypotheses with 
type of problem aa repeated M&aun. The sipificant probl-
effeot acoording to preaentat.ioD order, !:_ (2,264) • 3.1t, 2. < .05, 
vas further analyzed. to reveal that the percentage of tmtenable 
hypotheses for trial one wu sivnifJ.oant.ly lower (2. < .OS) than 
for trials two and three with no difference between trials two 
and three. 
Muaber 2! bodera n-4 !!!=.!!, !lE!, !!_ problea !!. repeated 
•aaure. SJ.noe borders were J.rnlevut. for all pJ:Ob~, fre-
quent JMAt.ion of th.. iapeded efficient. concept at.taiuaent. 
.so 
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Table 10 
Means for Percent.&9e of Untenable 
Hypotheses with Presentation 
Order u Repeated Meuure 
Presentation Order 
1 2 3 Total 
Pint Grade 
BOy a 
M..ory Aid .29 .40 .45 .31 
NoD Meaory Aid .43 .35 .38 .38 
Girls 
Ma.ory Aid .35 .42 .47 .41 
MOD Meaory Aid .35 .41 .40 .38 
Third Grade 
Boy a 
Mellory Aid .39 .43 .40 .41 
Non Meaory Aid .31 .38 .40 .31 
Girl a 
Meaory Aid .35 .41 .40 .lt 
Non Memory Aid .20 .28 .21 .23 
Fiftb Grade 
Boy a 
Ma.ory Ai4 .29 .29 .34 .31 
Non Meaory Aid .31 .35 .36 .34 
Girls 
KellOry Aid .32 .41 .36 .36 
Non Meaoz.y Ai4 .33 .38 .36 .36 
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T:1ble ll 
Analysis of Variance on Untenable 
Hypothesis with Presentation 
order as Repeated £'1easure 
Source df MS F 
Between Sa 143 
Grade (G) 2 959.20 2.42 
Sex (S) l 154.09 <1 
Memory Aid (M) l 907.10 2.29 
G X S 2 1580.40 3.98* 
G X M 2 1041.27 2.62 
s X M l 1302.11 3.28 
G X S X M 2 292.58 <1 
Error (b) 132 396.95 
Within Sa 288 
Problems (P) 2 891.34 3.69* 
G X p 4 106.14 <1 
s X p 2 204.44 <1 
M X p 2 279.63 1.16 
G X s X p 4 22.41 <1 
G X M X P 4 175.29 <1 
s X M X p 2 75.87 <1 
G X S X M X p 4 175.94 <1 
Error (x) 264 241.27 
* 1?. < • 05 
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'l'he aeana and analysis of variance of the n'UIIber of tillles bor-
ders were named were analyzed with type of problem as repeated 
•aaw:e (Tables 12 and 13) • The significant grade effect of 
number of borders named, !: (2,132) • 4.39, £ < .os, waa further 
investigated in order to determine grade differences. First-
grade !• named borders three times as often as fifth-grade !• 
ancl allloat twice as often as thir4-vrade !S <2 < .Ol). Correla-
tions (r) between number of tiaes borden were n-4 u an 
attribute and the nuaber of ca.rcl choices to solution for each of 
the problem types (color, .fi4J n\Bber, .64 and .size, • 73) were 
highly significant (£ < .001). 
Decision t.iae (seconds) ~ !n!,!!,! probl~!!. reE!ated 
aeaaura. i'he me ana and &Dalyais of variance for decision time 
with type of problea aa repeated aeasure are given in Tables 14 
and 15. The grade effect was significant, !. (2,132) • 5.77, 2. < 
.01. The decision tiae of the fifth-grade Sa was significantly 
-
faster (2, < .Ol) than that of the other two grad.ea. The deci-
sion t.iae of the third-grade !• did not differ significantly 
fxoa the first- or fifth-grade !•· No other main effecta or 
interactions were significant. 
Decision !!!!!_ (seconds) ~ presentation order !!. repeated 
aeaaure. The aeana and analysis of variance for decision t.iJDe 
accordin9 to presentation order, i. •., across sueceaai" trials, 
are given in Tables 16 and 17. The highly significant problea 
effect accordin9 to presentation order, ! (2,264) • 60.16, 2. < 
.ool, was further analyzed by aultiple ran9e comparisons. 
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Table 12 
Keana for Number of Borders Named with Type 
of Problem aa Repeated Measure 
Problem Type 
Color Number Size Total 
Firat Grade 
Boys 
Meaory Aid 7.50 11.58 7.00 8.69 
Non Memory Aid 13.50 25.50 19.00 19.33 
Girls 
Meaory Aid 14.33 18.58 14.50 15.81 
Hon Memory Aid 13.58 17.00 14.50 15.03 
Third Grade 
Boy• 
Meaory Aid 6.75 10.08 6.67 7.83 
lion Memory Aid 9.92 19.33 t.92 13.06 
Girl a 
Meaory Aid 10.33 13.00 12.83 12.06 
lion Memory Aid 8.25 5.83 5.25 6.44 
Fifth Grade 
Boy a 
.Meaory Aid 5.58 3.00 6.08 4.89 
Non Memory Aid 3.75 5.58 7.83 5.72 
Girl a 
Maaory Aid 6.58 8.42 8.17 7.72 
Hon Memory Aid 6.50 9.08 9.00 8.19 
..,.., 
Table 13 
Analysis of Variance of Namber of Timea Borders Named 
with Type of Problem aa Repeated Measure 
Source df MS F 
Between Sa 143 
Grado (G) 2 2385.03 4.39* 
Sex (S) 1 98.23 <1 
Me1110ry Aid (M) 1 348.48 <1 
G X S 2 138.66 <1 
G X M 2 271.70 <1 
S X M 1 1533.79 2.82 
GXSXM 2 348.35 <1 
Error (b) 132 543.04 
Within Sa 288 
Problema (P) 2 420.54 2.68 
G X P 4 134.87 <1 
S X P 2 65.10 <1 
.M X p 2 44.10 <1 
G X S X P 4 84.43 c1 
G.XMXP 4 31.64 c1 
S X M X P 2 140.02 <1 
GXSXMXP 4 11.24 <1 
Error (w) 264 156 .. 92 
• i:. < .05 
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Table 14 
Mean a for Decision Time (Seconds) with Type of 
Problem as Repeated Measure 
Problem Type 
Color Number Size 'fatal 
Firat Grade 
Boy a 
Memory Aid 5.24 4.58 4.85 4.19 
Non Memory Aid 4.67 5.71 5.53 5.30 
Gir1a 
MeJROry Aid 4.17 5.16 4.73 4.92 
Hon MeJIOry Aid 4.09 4.24 5.05 4.46 
Third Grade 
Boy a 
Memory Aid 4.25 4.06 4.18 4.17 
Bon Memory Aid 4.39 5.65 4.84 4.96 
Girl• 
Memory Aid 4.79 4.63 4.83 4.75 
Non Memory Aid 4.61 4.06 4.19 4.29 
Fifth Grade 
Boy a 
Memory Aid 4.67 3.41 3.25 3.44 
Non .Muaory Aid 3.06 2.64 2.63 2.78 
Girls 
Memory Aid 3.76 4.03 3.47 3.75 
Non Memory Aid 4.00 4.65 3.84 4.16 
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Table 15 
Analysis of variance for Decision Time with 
Type of Prohlea aa Repeated Measure 
Source df MS F 
Between Sa 143 
Grade (G) 2 71.63 5.77* 
Sex (S) l 1.87 1.51 
Meaory Aid (M) l .003 <1 
G X S 2 14.97 1.20 
G X M 2 .79 <1 
SXM 1 3.28 <1 
G X S X M 2 14.07 1.14 
Brror (b) 132 12.42 
Within Ss 288 
Problem Type(P) 2 .68 <1 
G X P 4 1.39 <1 
S X P 2 .006 <1 
M X P 2 2.45 c1 
G X S X P 4 2.29 <1 
G X M X P 4 1.47 <1 
S X M X P 2 2.56 <1 
GXSXMXP 4 1.67 <1 
Error (x) 264 3.25 
-
*£ < .01 
Table 16 
Means for Decision Time (Seconda) with Presentation 
order a a Repeated ~eaaure 
Presentation Order 
1 2 J Total 
-
. --· 
First Grade 
Boys 
Memory Aid 5.96 4.10 4.61 4 .• <)9 
Non Meaory Aid 7.05 4 .. 58 4.28 5.30 
Girls 
Memory Aid 6.20 4.41 4.14 4.92 
Non Memory Aid 5.89 3.58 3.93 4.46 
Third Grade 
Boys 
MeJUOry Aid 5.14 3.55 3 .. 80 4.17 
Non Memory Aid 6.44 4.35 4.09 4.96 
Girl a 
Meaory Aid 6.16 4.39 3.70 4.75 
Ron Memory Aid 5.56 3~78 3.51 4.29 
Fifth Grade 
Boy a 
.Memory Aid 4.00 3.16 3.16 3.44 
Non Memory Aid 3.34 2.47 2.52 2.78 
Girls 
Memory Aid 4.76 3.27 3.23 3.75 
Hon Memory Aid 4.71 4.28 3.49 4.16 
'!'able 17 
Analysis of Variance for Decision Tiae with 
Presentation Order aa Repeated Measure 
Source df MS F 
Between Sa 143 
Grade (G) 2 71.63 5.77** 
Sex (S) 1 1.87 <1 
Meaory Aid. (M) 1 .003 <1 
G X S 2 14.97 1.20 
G X M 2 .08 <1 
S X M 1 3.28 <1 
G X S XM 2 14.07 1.29 
Error (b) 132 12.42 
Within sa 
Problema (P) 2 134.15 60.16*** 
GXP 4 5.74 2.59* 
S X P 2 1.19 <1 
M X P 2 .06 <1 
G X S X P 4 .03 <1 
G X M X P 4 1.01 <1 
S X M X P 2 2.60 1.17 
G X S X M X p 4 1.05 <1 
Brror (w) 264 2.23 
* E. < • 05 
•• E. < • 01 
*** 2. < .001 
~he decision time for problem one was less than for problems 
two and three (2, < .Ol) with no significant difference between 
the latter. A significant Grade X Presentation Order, F (2,264) 
• 2.59, 2 < .01, was found and is graphed in Figure 5. Multiple 
range comparisons revealed that the decision time for problem 
one was greater at all three grade levels when compared to the 
other problems. (f. < .OS). 
Summary of major findings 
In general, third- and fifth-qrade !• were markedly superior 
to first-grade !• in solving the concept attainment problems. 
The 1l8110ry aid condition was effective in increasing concept 
attainment ability at all three 9rade levels. In addition, the 
memory aid condition aided in the verbalization of two-attribute 
answers as evidenced by the analysis of difference scores be-
tween number of card choices to solution under verbalization 
and nonverbalization scoring procedures. 
Decision time for the first-9rade !• did not increase under 
the memory aid condition as originally hypothesized. 
Decision 
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Chapter V. Discussion 
The present investigation wu an atteapt to study the 
effects of a ~ry aid upon t.he solution of conjunctive OODcept 
attaiaaeDt pnbl- at the first•, third-, and fifth-grade 
levels incorporating sex and probl- type differences. In addi-
tion, the atudy ori9inat.ed fraa one of the first att.uapt.a to 
adapt the research of BJ:"QQ'ler, Goodnow and Auatin (1956) on con-
juoti w concept at.t.ainMnt to the child • s lewl by the uae of 
an incc.plete selection paradiga. 
~· procedure for the pzotocol analyses wu adapted fr011 
the reaeu:ch of Laughlin (1966) on untenable hypotheses and waa 
ti wn theontJ.cal fotmdation by an evaluation of aerial vs. 
parallel processing .odes relative to the devel~t of cogni-
tive abilities (Posner, 1963, 1964, 1965). 
'l'berefore, the bypo1:heaea for thia atucly were derived pri-
aarily fna the :research of BJ:\lfter, Laughlin and Poaner. How-
eftr, aa t.he ualyaea pi!'OCJreaaed it be~ evident that addi-
tional conoepta relatiw to tbe relation of lanfUA9e to cogni-
tion had to .be iDoorporatecl into a •aningful diacnaaaion of the 
nault.a. 
Main effects 
The hypothesis that the memory aid would facilitate concept 
attairuaent at each of the three age leYela wu supported. by the 
analysis of card choioea to solution. Such a finding confizaa 
the view of Killer (1956) and Mandler (1967) that IIUIOX'Y is 
closely related to the cognitive prooeaaea and that aida facili-
tating ... ory would be effective in improved concept attaiJment 
(See also Doaincwski'a review, 1965, pp. 276-278). It ia ia-
portant to note that the aemory aid effect waa not significant 
for the analysis baaed upon card choices to solution in the nOD-
wzbaliaation scoring procedure. Aa explained previoualy, tbia 
scoring procedure wu added in order to detemine aaorea that 
would have been obtained had the experimenter aet a aillple cri-
terion of four conaeouti ve correct card ohoioea vi tbout the 
adcte4 requireaent of wrbaliaation of the two-attribute con• 
ju.nct.ive concept. It se-, therefore, that the aaaory aiel 
facilitated verbal expreaaion as expanded in the later aection 
on language and COCJnition. Thia assumption vaa alao supported 
by the finding that the aeaory aid affect wu significant for 
the analysia of the difference acorea which vera obtained by 
subtracting total card choices for each ! across probleaa under 
the two scoring procedure• of verbalization and nonverbaUaation. 
In the analysis of difference acorea and card choices to 
solution, the coamon finding waa that the behavior of third and 
fifth-.rade !• in the concept attainaent taaka were siailar 
while the first-grade !• a .... d to be functioning on a differ-
ent cognitive level. All wu not.ec! in the cUfference aeon 
analysis, the vexy significant chi square result in the 
•• 
investivation of •aero" scores reftaled that the first-grade !• 
failed aore often to verbalize the answer when they had selected 
the correct insta~~.ce four tillles in a row. 'l'he lar9e nGiber of 
firs t""9ra4e !•, especially in the non-...ory aid condition, who 
thus found it difficult to verbalize an objectively attained 
concept may have arrived at the solution by a gradual acquisi-
tion of s-a associations instead of by fo:raulating and testing 
hypotheses (Osler ' l'ivel, 1961). It vo\lld aeea that for all 
tb:r:ee 9rade levels, extr ... deviatioa frca the ability to ver-
balize the answer, and thus obtain a high difference aoore, 
indicated a different type of COCJDitive fW'lctioning. Sinclair 
(1967) eaphuiaea, however, that the young cbil4'a conceptual 
syatea ia separate froa his lanvuage aystea. Vyvotaky (1962, 
p. 126) states; "'l'he structure of speech does not. siaply mir-
ror the stncture of thou9htJ t.hat is why worda cannot. be put 
on by thought. like a nady-aade 9&rDant. 'rhouvht undervoea 
auy chanves u it turns into speech." 
Olson (1968) in a recent review of the links between COCJ-
nition and thought, clarifies the issue: "While lanvuav• does 
not appear to influence the ability to make fine discriainatiODs 
or to fom aay perceptual acheaat.a, it aay be eaployed t.o di-
rect. attention to soae properties of the world that the culture 
baa found to be important which otherwise may be ipored. • In 
this way, laDCJua9• influences the foJ:IU.t.ion of soae sch .. at.a 
and consolidates the boundaries of soma others. This is vbat 
Bruner et. al. , 1966, have described aa 'lanvuqe u an 
invitation to fora a concept. • 
ADotber iaportant vrada distinction wu revealed by the 
ualyaia of borders a .. d in atatin9 the hypothesis on each 
trial. lii9h coz:orelationa were obtained betweu the n\aber of 
trials and the mention of borden. Firat-vrade children failed 
in the •vatinv • operation, i.e., the screening out of irrele-
vant attributes, perhaps clue to u inability to narrow the per-
ceptual fie l<i. Such a findin9 would support the views of Pi&eJat 
and Bruner relative to the high uae of the perceptual •vi ven • 
in atte.pta to solve cognitive tasks. !be first-grade !S ~ght 
be labeled aa too "perceptually aware• of the irrelevant attri-
butes. Further research with constraint directions (see below> 
aay clarify the link of lanvuage u a tool 1D orientin9 par-
caption u u aiel in solving pzobl ... at the firat.-c]racte laval. 
In sUIIIIaEy, grade differenoea seem to be prilaarily due to 
differences in lewl of cognitive functionin9 and failure to 
screen out irrelevant attributes in tbe concept. attainment 
tuka. 
Grade differences were not found for the percentage of 
untenable hypotheses under repeated meuurea of type of problem 
or presentation order. Since no coutraint wu places on !S 
relative to the n\11Dber of attributes that could be named, the 
analysis by the untenable hypotbeaia maaaure waa not. aa effect-
ive aa it mivht have been had the !.• been inst.ruot.ed to zaaae 
only two attributes for a conjunctive answer. Another experi-
aent baa been planned which will take into accoUDt. the greater 
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effect! veneas of a constrained strate9Y. Olaon in Bruner at al, 
1966 emphaaiaea that externally iapoaecl oonstrainta lead ahilcl-
ren to iaprove their strategies. In a study of infozmation 
processing in children, Laughlin, Moss ' Miller (under editorial 
review) found a significant grade and model effect relat.i ve to 
the percentage of constraint. questiona aaked ia a aaodifiecl 9-
of •twenty questions• S\J99ested by Bruner and his associates 
(1966). By the use of a constraint model, therefore, it is 
anticipated that not only will the scoring of untenable hypoth-
eses be more valid, but the imposition of a constraint will 
oauae a sharper focusing on the perceptual field which should 
aiel in attainment of concepts. 
Sex aa a significant aain effect appeared only in the 
analysis of difference scores. Except for the tbird-qrade 
girls in the meaory aid condition, girls had lower difference 
scores in the eiqht other qroups (Table 4) indicating superior 
perfomance in the ability to wrbalize the concept. 
Interaction effects 
The significant sex X Preaentation Order interaction may 
be indicatiw of the girla' superior ability to attain a level 
of solution and than t.o maintain it.. The boys increased the 
nuaber of card choices to solution between trials two and three 
resulting in poorer perfomance. 
The vary significant. sex X Memory Aid X Problea Type in-
teraction in the analysis of variance for untenable hypotheses 
wi~ type of problem as repeated measure revealed irregular 
relationships. When ~· twelve aeans are di•ided at the aedian 
point it becomes apparent that the poorer perforaance of ~· 
boys and the difficulty of the size concepts are contributing 
the most weight to the interaction effect. 
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The significant Grade X Problems (according to presentation 
order) in the analysis of decision tiae ia not surprising in 
that familiarity with procedure would facilitate an increase 
fz:oa trials one to two across grades • Jiowever, it is important 
to note here that although there was a highly significant de-
crease in decision time across trials, no significant improve-
ment across trials occurred. Several research reports have 
given ••!dance that improveaent across trials is not found in 
concept-attainment experiments when !• initiate selection of 
instances (Bruner et al., 1956; conant & ~rabaaso, 1964; 
Laughlin, 1966, 1968; Laughlin' Jordan, 1967). McGlynn and 
Laughlin (1967) postulate a social facilitating effect for their 
finding of improvement across trials in a selection procedure. 
In reception procedures (Haygood & Bourne, 1965; Neisser & 
Weene, 1962) improvement across trials is found. In the latter 
cue the experimenter baa greater control of intonation pro-
ceasing in that he limits the sequential presentation of in-
stances. The present investigation contributes to the growing 
findings in research relative to selection va. reception pro-
cedures since the design entailed a modified selection pro-
cedure haYing a major amount of experimenter preprovr...tnq of 
one correct instance out of four on each card. 
Oriqinally it was hypothesized that an interaction between 
memory aid and qrade would amerqe baaed upon the parallel va. 
sequential proceaainq model of info:r:mation theory. Firat~rade 
ss in the memory aid condition did not have a lonqer decision 
tiae. A major factor could be that the first-grade !.• in the 
non-memory aid condition often stopped to ask if they could 
see the previous card before makinq a ohoioe. some firat.-qrade 
!• in the mamory-aid condition did not take time to use the 
memory aid to compare their previous choice with the new card. 
Further research should vary pJ:Ooadurea wllereby !.• would be 
trained in the use of a BleiDOry aid or trained to roque at to 
view the previous card. 
so 
Chapter VI. Summary 
'£he present investigation W cS designed to study the 
effects of a memory aid upon the solution of conjunctive 
concept attainment problems. A 2 x 2 x ) x ) repeated 
measures factorial design was aaed with the variables& 
(1) me::ory aid (present or absent), (2) sex (male or 
female}, ()) ~rarte (first, third, a.nd. fifth), and (4) 
problems (three of the conjunctive type for each child). 
The study origninated from one of the first attempts 
to adapt the research of Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin 
on conjunctive concept attainment to the child's level 
by means of an incomplete selection paradigm. 
'rhe follow1 ng hypotheses for the study w~n·e derived 
from the research of Bruner, Laughlin, and fosner: (1) 
The memory aid would facilitate concept attainment at each 
of the three age levelst (2) Decision time would increase 
for the first-grade children who used the me ory aid; ()) 
The number of untenable hypotheses would decrease with age. 
The first hypothesis was supported. As the analyses pro-
gressed it became evident that concepts relative to the 
relation of langU@ge to cognition had to be incorporated 
into a meaningful disoussion of the results. An important 
finding waa that the memory aid facilitated the verbaliza-
tion of the two-attribute conjunctive answers. 
II 
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